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The family of Malacoherpesviridae is currently represented by only two viruses

infecting molluscs, Ostreid herpesvirus 1 (OsHV-1) and Haliotid herpesvirus 1

(HaHV-1), both causing detrimental infections in aquaculture species.

Malacoherpesvirus-like sequences were also detected through genome

sequencing projects in amphioxus (Branchiostoma species) and annelid worm

(Capitella teleta), suggesting the existence of a hidden diversity of

malacoherpesviruses in aquatic animals. Here, to extend the knowledge on

malacoherpesv i rus d ivers i ty , we searched for the presence of

malacoherpesvirus relatives in genomic, transcriptomic and metagenomic

datasets, including from the Tara Oceans expedition, and report 4 novel

malacoherpesvirus-like genomes (MalacoHV1-4). Genomic analysis suggested

gastropods and bivalves as the most probable hosts for these new

malacoherpesviruses. Phylogenetic analysis based on the family B DNA

polymerase placed the novel MalacoHV1 and MalacoHV3 as sister lineages of

OsHV-1 and HaHV-1, respectively, whereas MalacoHV2 and MalacoHV4 showed

higher divergence. The viral genome found associated with amphioxus together

with MalacoHV4 formed a sister clade to the mollusc and annelid

malacoherpesviruses, suggesting an early divergence of the two virus

assemblages. In conclusion, although relatively rare in the available sequence

databases, the previously undescribed malacoherpesviruses, MalacoHV1-4,

circulate in aquatic ecosystems and should be considered as possible

emerging viruses under changing environmental conditions.

KEYWORDS

Malacoherpesviridae, Herpesvirales, OsHV-1, HaHV-1, metagenomic, herpesviruses,
HK97-fold major capsid proteins
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1 Introduction

The taxonomic reorganization of the virus world has resulted in

formal unification of all double-stranded (ds) DNA viruses with the

HK97-fold major capsid proteins (MCPs), namely, prokaryotic

viruses of the class Caudoviricetes (tailed bacteriophages and

related archaeal viruses) (Dion et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021) and

eukaryotic viruses of the order Herpesvirales (class Herviviricetes),

into the realm Duplodnaviria (Koonin et al., 2020). The

Herpesvirales comprises three families of herpes-like viruses,

Alloherpesviridae, Orthoherpesviridae (formerly, Herpesviridae)

and Malacoherpesviridae. Members of the former two families

exclusively infect vertebrates, specifically fish, amphibians and

mammals, whereas viruses of the Malacoherpesviridae family are

primarily associated with invertebrate hosts. Due to their medical

importance, members of the Orthoherpesviridae have been

extensively sampled and the family currently comprises 118

species. By contrast, Alloherpesviridae and Malacoherpesviridae

include only 13 and 2 species, respectively (Walker et al., 2022),

limiting our understanding on the diversity, evolution and impact

of non-mammalian herpesviruses. For instance, bipartite network

analysis of dsDNA viruses based on shared genes placed the family

Malacoherpesviridae into a module containing T4-like tailed phages

(Iranzo et al., 2016). However, as noted by the authors, this

clustering appeared to be artefactual due to the small number of

recognizable core genes shared among members of the

Herpesvirales and the lack of diversity among known

malacoherpesviruses (Iranzo et al., 2016).

Family Malacoherpesviridae currently includes two viruses,

Ostreid herpesvirus 1 (OsHV-1) and Haliotid herpesvirus 1

(HaHV-1), infecting bivalves and gastropods, respectively

(Davison et al., 2009), both with a major devastating impact on

aquaculture (Stentiford et al., 2017). Herpes-like infections have

been first reported in bivalves, namely, in Crassostrea virginica in

1972 (Farley et al., 1972), with herpesvirus-like particles being

subsequently observed in larvae of the Pacific oyster Crassostrea

gigas and associated with significant mortalities (Nicolas et al.,

1992). DNA sequencing of the virus isolated from C. gigas larvae

in 1995 led to the identification of Ostreid herpesvirus 1 (NCBI ID:

GCF_000846065.1), and to its taxonomic classification into a novel

viral lineage (Davison et al., 2005; Davison et al., 2009). More

recently, an emerging OsHV-1 genotype, called microvar (OsHV-1

mVar), was associated with heavy mortalities in France (Segarra

et al., 2010) and worldwide (Jenkins et al., 2013; Bai et al., 2016;

Abbadi et al., 2018; Whittington et al., 2018). Acute Viral Necrosis

Virus (AVNV) and OsHV-1-SB are two other variants of OsHV-1,

respectively detected in the Chinese scallop Chlamys farreri (Wang

et al., 2002) and Chinese blood clam Scapharca Anadara

broughtonii, where it causes considerable pathogenesis (Bai et al.,

2016). The reports of OsHV-1 associated with other marine bivalve

species, without disease signs, suggest that these species can act as

viral reservoirs, complicating malacoherpesvirus eradication efforts

(Prado-Alvarez et al., 2021). The second known representative of

the Malacoherpesviridae, HaHV-1, was first associated with high

mortality rates in cultured abalone Haliotis diversicolor supertexta

in Taiwan (HaHV-1-Taiwan) (Chang et al., 2005). Subsequently,
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HaHV-1 outbreaks impacting Haliotis rubra and Haliotis laevigata

have been reported in Australia, where a similar viral strain, dubbed

Victoria, has been sequenced (Corbeil, 2020). The emergence of

HaHV-1 infections was back-dated to 1999 in Southern China, by

providing electron microscopy detection evidence of the virus in

infected H. diversicolor supertexta specimens (Wang et al., 2004).

Despite limited sequence similarity, OsHV-1 and HaHV-1

display a conserved genomic architecture similar to that of other

known members of the order Herpesvirales. In particular, OsHV-1

genome contains two unique regions (UL/US) flanked by two pairs

of inverted repeats (TRL/IRL and TRS/IRS), separated by a third

unique region, called X region. Similar genomic architecture was

found in AVNV (Ren et al., 2013) and OsHV-1-SB (Xia et al., 2015).

Notably, our results showed that the X region in OsHV-1-SB (strain

CN2017) is considerably longer than in OsHV-1 (3.8 versus 1.5 kb,

respectively) (Bai et al., 2021). Two other studies, focusing on

OsHV-1-mVar genome, suggested the presence of two copies of

the X region (Burioli et al., 2017; Abbadi et al., 2018), although it

cannot be excluded that this unusual feature results from

misassembly of the genome due to the presence of OsHV-1

isomers in the same sample, as reported previously (Davison

et al., 2005). Despite these variations, the overall genomic

structure of OsHV-1 resembles that of human herpesvirus 1

(HSV-1, subfamily Alphaherpesvirinae) and human herpesvirus 5

(HHV-5, subfamily Betaherpesvirinae) (Lefkowitz et al., 2018). The

genome structure of HaHV-1-CN2003, structured as TRL–UL–IRL–

IRS–US–TRS, also resembles that of HSV-1. Similar to certain

vertebrate orthoherpesviruses (Osterrieder et al., 2014),

malacoherpesviruses apparently are capable of occasional

integration into the genome of their hosts. Large contiguous

fragments of malacoherpesvirus-like genomes were obtained

during chromosomal DNA sequencing projects of amphioxi

Branchiostoma floridae and Branchiostoma belcheri and the

annelid Capitella teleta (Savin et al., 2010; Rosani and Venier,

2017; Mushegian et al., 2018). In marine environments, the

presence of herpesvirus-like sequences in protostomes has been

claimed in stony corals (Vega Thurber et al., 2008; Correa et al.,

2016), Hydra sp. (Grasis et al., 2014) and in the crab Paralithodes

platypus (Ryazanova et al., 2015). However, most of these putative

viral fragments have doubtful origin, except perhaps for the one in

P. platypus (Mushegian et al., 2018), and have never been

substantiated by genome sequencing or experimental evidence.

Thus, the existence of other invertebrate herpesviruses and the

phylogenetic relationship between malacoherpesviruses and other

herpesviruses remain unclear. Importantly, high infectivity, rapid

spread and persistence in the environment of malacoherpesviruses

raised concerns in the aquaculture sector (Pernet et al., 2016;

Whittington et al . , 2018), cal l ing for a more careful

characterization of aquaculture-related viruses. Considering also

the current global environmental challenges, the mollusc

aquaculture industry could play a pivotal role due to its low

carbon footprint (FAO, 2020). Hence, it will be extremely

important to trace the presence of other invertebrate

herpesviruses and consider their eventual impact on aquaculture.

In the present study, we attempted to expand our knowledge on

the genetic diversity of invertebrate herpesviruses by mining host-
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associated data and global metagenomic datasets to search for

malacoherpesvirus-like sequences.
2 Materials and methods

Due to differences in data type and volume of investigated

databases, we adopted different bioinformatic approaches to scan

them in search for malacoherpesvirus-like sequences, as outlined in

Figure 1 and detailed in the following sections.
2.1 Search for Malacoherpesviridae hits in
the NCBI SRA database

Taking advantage of the taxonomic classification of the reads

deposited in the NCBI SRA database performed with the Taxonomy

Analysis Tool (STAT) (Katz et al., 2021), we used Google BigQuery

to mine the taxonomic results using the following query syntax:

“SELECT *; FROM `nih-sra-datastore.sra.metadata`; WHERE

organism = ‘Malacoherpesviridae’”, resulting in a list of SRA

accession IDs with the corresponding number of identified reads

(SRA accessed the 1st of July 2022). This output table was populated

with the related experimental metadata retrieved from the SRA

database using the ffq tool (Gálvez-Merchán et al., 2023)
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(Supplementary Table 1). Manual inspection of the metadata

table allowed the detection of datasets associated with projects

focusing on malacoherpesviruses (OsHV-1 or HaHV-1) and these

were excluded according to the purpose of our analysis. The

remaining SRA samples inc luding more than 1 ,000

Malacoherpesviridae reads were downloaded and further

analyzed. In particular, the reads in fastq format were trimmed

for quality using fastp v0.23.2 (Chen et al., 2018) with the following

parameters: –cut_front –cut_tail –cut_window_size 4 –

cut_mean_qual i ty 25 –qua l ified_qua l i ty_phred 25 –

unqualified_percent_limit 30 –n_base_limit 5 –length_required

70 –detect_adapter_for_pe –trim_poly_x –trim_poly_g –

low_complexity_filter. Trimmed reads were either directly de-

novo assembled per sample or, in the case of SRA dataset

produced for whole genome sequencing of a given species, the

reads were firstly mapped on the reference genome (as declared in

the metadata, Supplementary Table 1) using the CLC mapper with

similarity and read length set to 0.8 (CLC Genomics, Qiagen, US)

and only the unmapped reads were de-novo assembled. Reads were

assembled using metaspades v.3.15.5 (Nurk et al., 2017) using the

automatically determined kmer sizes based on read lengths and

sample sizes. The obtained contigs were screened for the presence of

Malacoherpesviridae genes by tblastn using all the OsHV-1 and

HaHV-1 predicted proteins as queries and the positive contigs were

used as reference for mapping the raw reads from the
B

C

A

FIGURE 1

Overview of the bioinformatic approaches used to identify novel malacoherpes-like viruses. (A) The taxonomic classification of the reads from the
NCBI SRA database has been investigated to identify samples containing malacoherpesvirus reads. Analysis of selected SRA samples did not reveal
novel malacoherpes-like viruses, only the previously characterized ones. (B) The NCBI nucleotide database was scanned for the presence of
malacoherpesviruses using tblastn with OsHV-1 and HaHV-1 proteomes used as queries. The major capsid protein (MCP) of known
malacoherpesviruses have been used to build an HMM, which was used to scan metagenomic databases. (C) The four novel identified
malacoherpesvirus (MalacoHV1-4) genomes were annotated and comprehensively analyzed. DNA polymerase family B proteins were used as
markers for phylogenetic analysis.
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corresponding samples. For specific cases, the relevant contigs were

refined using the iterative assembler PRICE v1.2 (Ruby et al., 2013),

run with the following parameters: −rfq 90.95 −icf 1 1 5 −nc 30

−dbmax70 −mol 30 −tol 10 −mpi 80 −target 90 2 1 1. Raw reads

were back-mapped on the malacoherpesvirus contigs using the CLC

mapper tool, to evaluate their relative coverages. To search for

additional malacoherpesvirus contigs in the NCBI databases, we

used tblastx searches using the malacoherpesvirus proteomes as

queries against the NCBI nucleotide database excluding the

taxonomic term “Viruses”. The relevant contigs identified were

subjected to Open Reading Frame (ORF) prediction using prodigal

v2.6.3 (Hyatt et al., 2010) and the predicted proteins were compared

with malacoherpesvirus proteomes obtained from OsHV-1 and

HaHV-1 by blastp.
2.2 Genome-resolved meta genomics
of Malacoherpesviridae

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) of the putative

Malacoherpesviridae major capsid protein (MCP) was build using

hmmbuild based on four aligned proteins: YP_024643.1 (OsHV-1)

YP_006908720.1 (HaHV-1) ELT95197.1 (C. teleta) and

XP_019628941.1 (B. belcheri). The latter two hits represented

viral genes associated with these metazoan genome assemblies

because of putative integrations of co-sequencing. The HMM

model was further updated with the novel hits (Data Sheet 1).

HMMer v3.3.2 (Eddy, 2011) was used in combination with the

MCP model to scan metagenomic datasets deposited in the MGnify

database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metagenomics/). Moreover, the

MCP profile was used for guidance to perform a targeted

genome-resolved metagenomic survey of Tara Oceans. Briefly, we

analyzed 798 metagenomes from Tara Oceans available at the EBI

under project PRJEB402 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/

PRJEB402) which were organized into 11 ‘metagenomic sets’ based

upon their geographic coordinates (Delmont et al., 2022a; Delmont

et al., 2022b). Those 0.28 trillion reads were used as inputs for 11

metagenomic co-assemblies using MEGAHIT v1.1.1 (Li et al.,

2015). Co-assemblies yielded 11.9 million contigs longer than

2,500 nucleotides (Delmont et al., 2022a; Delmont et al., 2022b).

Constrained automatic binning was performed on each co-

assembly output. Briefly, (1) anvi’o (Eren et al., 2021) profiled

contigs using prodigal v2.6.3 (Hyatt et al., 2010) with default

parameters to identify genes, (2) we mapped short reads from the

metagenomic set to the contig using BWA v0.7.15 (Li and Durbin,

2009) (minimum identity of 95%) and stored the recruited reads as

BAM files using samtools (Li et al., 2009; Eren et al., 2021) profiled

each BAM file to estimate the coverage and detection statistics of

each contig, and combined mapping profiles into a merged profile

database for each metagenomic set. We then clustered contigs with

the automatic binning algorithm CONCOCT (Alneberg et al., 2014)

by constraining the number of clusters per metagenomic set to a

number ranging from 50 to 400 depending on the set (total of 2,550

metabins from ~12 million contigs) (Delmont et al., 2022a;

Delmont et al., 2022b). Here, we identified four metabins with a

hit for the Malacoherpesviridae MCP HMM, and performed
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
targeted genome-resolved metagenomics to characterize and

manually curate metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs)

corresponding to Malacoherpesviridae. The metabins are made

available to reproduce the findings (see Data availability section).
2.3 Annotation of viral proteomes and
phylogenetic inference of orthologs

The proteomes of the identified viruses were annotated using

blastp searches against the NCBI nr database and using

InterProScan v.90 (Jones et al., 2014). Orthofinder v2.5.4 (Emms

and Kelly, 2019) was used to trace phylogenetic inference of

orthologs based on the proteomes of the novel viruses and

selected metazoans, namely using the available genomic-predicted

datasets of molluscs, crustaceans, annelids and cephalochordates

(NCBI Genome database, accessed the 21st of September 2022,

Supplementary Table 2).
2.4 Phylogenetic analysis of family B
DNA polymerase

A large dataset of family B DNA polymerase sequences (Gaïa

et al., 2023) was used to identify the position ofMalacoherpesviridae

and Alloherpesviridae and their closest branching clades. The

dataset consists of eukaryotic sequences from Kazlauskas et al.

(Kazlauskas et al., 2020), and sequences identified from

metagenome-assembled genomes of environmental viruses (Gaïa

et al., 2023). Duplodnaviria and Naldaviricetes sequences, obtained

by HMM searches on their genomes collected from the NCBI viral

genomic database (accessed April 2022) and from Weinheimer &

Aylward (Weinheimer and Aylward, 2022) (for the Jumbo phages),

are also included. Redundant sequences (>95% identity) were

removed using CD-HIT v4.7 (Fu et al., 2012), and long branches

were iteratively removed. The most distant clades to

Malacoherpesviridae and Alloherpesviridae were removed, and

their remaining related clades were reduced to randomly selected

representatives in order to increase the resolution of the resulting

phylogenetic tree. The sequences from this restricted dataset are

available in fasta format as Data Sheet 2. The alignments were

performed using the FFT-NS-2 algorithm of MAFFT v7.490 (Katoh

and Standley, 2013) for the large dataset and using the L-INS-i

algorithm for the restricted dataset, and sites with more than 70%

gap were trimmed using Goalign v0.3.1 (Lemoine and Gascuel,

2021). Tree reconstructions were done with IQ-TREE v1.6.12

(Nguyen et al., 2015) with the VT+F+R6 substitution model, as

determined to be most suitable for the analyzed data using

ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). The branch

supports were computed using SH-aLRT test (Guindon et al.,

2010, 0) and ultrafast bootstrap estimation (Hoang et al., 2018, 2).
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3 Results

3.1 Malacoherpesvirus reads in the SRA
databases are largely associated with
known hosts

To search for new relatives of malacoherpesviruses, we first

explored the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA). The occurrence of

the term ‘Malacoherpesviridae’ in the taxonomic annotations of the

reads of the whole SRA database revealed 237 samples with more than

1,000 matching reads (Supplementary Table 1). A large fraction of

these samples (N=168) corresponds to RNA-seq datasets produced in

the effort to characterize the transcriptional dynamics during the

OsHV-1 and HaHV-1 infections. Fifty-three samples represented

DNA sequencing datasets of viral strains linked to the same RNA-

seq studies or from samples collected from diseased hosts in different

locations. The 16 remaining malacoherpesvirus-positive samples

contained reads associated with non-invertebrate hosts and we

explored these datasets more closely. One of these samples originated

from DNA sequencing of Oncorhynchus nerka (sockeye salmon)

collected in the Pitt Lake (British Columbia, Canada) and contained

more than 54k malacoherpesvirus spots in addition to the spots

corresponding to the salmon DNA. De-novo assembly of the non-

salmon reads allowed the detection of 24 contigs highly similar to the

OsHV-1 µVar genome (99.3% of average nucleotide identity [ANI]

over 46% of covered genome length). Further six DNA sequencing

datasets from the turtle Platysternon megacephalum genome project

included ~12k malacoherpesvirus spots. Again, assembly of the non-

turtle reads revealed fragments covering up to 78.2% of the OsHV-1

genome (99.6% of ANI). Finally, a number of malacoherpesvirus spots

was found in 2 DNA sequencing samples of Bos taurus (N=31,625) and

in 6 RNA-seq samples of the plant Cleistogenes songorica (N=34,845);

the contigs assembled from these datasets also corresponded to OsHV-

1 strains and covered >65% of the viral genome length (Data Sheet 3).
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The presence of malacoherpesvirus reads in these samples is highly

unexpected, but the reasons for this are unclear and their investigation

goes beyond the scope of this paper.
3.2 Malacoherpesvirus-like sequences are
rare among global metagenomic datasets

We next explored an alternative approach for detection of new

malacoherpesviruses. In particular, we searched for a hallmark

malacoherpesvirus protein, namely, the major capsid protein

(MCP), in various public sequence databases. HMMER search

queried with the OsHV-1 MCP sequence against the MGnify

database (Mitchell et al., 2020) resulted in a significant match to a

protein originating from a shotgun metagenome from a study

exploring antibiotic resistance genes in an aquaculture facility in

Yantai City, China (Wang et al., 2018). Out of the 12 different

DNA-seq samples included in this study, only one originating from

the wastewater of the aquaculture facility was positive for the

malacoherpesvirus MCP. Metagenomic assembly of the reads

yielded more than 3 million contigs, with 8 likely representing a

new virus, which we tentatively named MalacoHV1/China/2018

(we used a naming convention where the virus name epithet is

followed by the geographical region and year of isolation/

sequencing; Table 1 and Figure 2). Back-mapping of sequencing

reads on the viral scaffolds revealed an average coverage of 9x, with

a 15.1 kb-long scaffold showing a coverage of 17x, likely

representing the inverted repeat regions characteristic of

malacoherpesvirus genomes. With the total length of 174.3 kb,

the genome of MalacoHV1 encodes 107 predicted proteins, with 42

showing the highest similarity to HaHV-1 and 2 to OsHV-1

homologs. One protein showed the highest similarity (E-value =

5.76e-35, amino acidic identity = 33%) to a protein of the sea slug

gastropod Elysia chlorotica (RUS69626.1, Supplementary Table 3).
TABLE 1 Summary of the novel malacoherpes-like viruses.

Origin of the
dataset

Type of
sample

No. of
contigs

Total
Length
(kb)

No. of
ORFs

Average
cov.

Virus
Name GenBank ID

Aquaculture facility,
Yantai City, China

Water 8 174.3 107 9x
MalacoHV1/
China/2018

BK063091 - BK063098

Mediterranean Sea
(BIN153)

Water 21 193.6 129 10x
MalacoHV2/
Med/2018

BK063060 - BK063061

Agon-Coutainville,
Normandy, France

Tissue 5 135.5 100 36x
MalacoHV3/
Nor/2022

JAKGDG010005126, JAKGDG010012342,
JAKGDG010013318, JAKGDG010013709,

JAKGDG010015443

Mediterranean Sea
(BIN155)

Water 30 145.3 137 17x
MalacoHV4/
Med/2018

BK063062 - BK063090

Atlantic Ocean
North (BIN76)

Water 38 174.4 203 / /

Indian Ocean North
(BIN142)

Water 40 200.1 196 / /
The geographical origin and the sample type of the dataset, the number of contigs composing the genome, the total length, the encoded ORFs, the average coverage, the proposed name and the
relative sequence ID are reported for the novel malacoherpes-like viruses. Since BIN153 and BIN155 were originated from the meta-assemblies, the average coverage was calculated based on the
sample with the highest coverage.
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Overall, these results suggest that the newly identified virus is not

closely related to either of the two currently known

malacoherpesviruses and is likely to represent a new species in

the family.

The MCP sequence of MalacoHV1 was used to create a more

sensitive MCP profile hidden Markov model (HMM), which was

then used to scan the global Tara Oceans database, resulting in the

detection of 4 additional MCP homologs. Binning of the datasets

including the MCP homologs yielded 4 metagenome-assembled

genomes (MAGs), varying in length from 145 to 200 kb and

including a total of 129 contigs (Table 1). The first MCP homolog

was encoded on a 76.7 kb-long contig (contig_012) carrying 40

predicted genes, with 13 proteins showing significant similarity (E-

value <0.0001) with malacoherpesvirus proteins. In particular, 7

proteins had the closest homologs in OsHV-1, 3 in HaHV-1 and 3

in the previously described putative malacoherpesvirus associated

with B. belcheri. However, it should be noted that the homologous

sequences displayed considerable sequence divergence (22-36%

amino acidic identity; Supplementary Table 3). This MCP-
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encoding contig was binned together with 20 other contigs

(BIN153). Notably, the second longest contig (45.6 kb,

contig_006) in this bin contained several additional ORFs

homologous to those of malacoherpesviruses, whereas the

remaining 19 contigs, altogether accounting for 75.1 kb in length,

did not include ORFs with similarity to knownmalacoherpesviruses

or other viruses (Supplementary Table 3). As a precaution, we

considered only contig_006 and contig_012 as part of a putative

new virus, tentatively named MalacoHV2/Med/2018 (Figure 2,

Table 1). The second MCP homolog was encoded within a 10 kb

contig, which in addition carried 2 other ORFs with homologs in

HaHV-1. A total of 16 contigs out of 30 included in the

metagenomic bin (BIN155) encoded detectable homologs of viral

proteins, suggesting that BIN155 represents a novel viral genomes,

called MalacoHV4/Med/2018. Most of the viral proteins had

homologs in the malacoherpesviral sequences associated with B.

belcheri or B. floridae (Figure 2, Supplementary Table 3). By

contrast, in BIN76 and BIN142, the identified MCP homologs

were encoded on contigs of a few kilobases, with maximum of 3
FIGURE 2

Overview of the novel malacoherpesvirus-like genomic contigs. Along the viral genomes of MalacoHV1, MalacoHV2, MalacoHV3 and MalacoHV4,
the predicted ORFs are depicted as arrows, colored ibn light blue if they represent core malacoherpesvirus genes or in white for the other genes.
Genes discussed in the paper have been also named. Linear dsDNA genomes have been depicted as open circles for convenient representation,
with contigs separated by spaces.
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ORFs similar to those of known malacoherpesviruses and no other

contigs in these bins encoded putative viral proteins. Thus, BIN76

and BIN142 were not considered further.

Finally, to identify additional malacoherpesvirus relatives, we

performed tblastn searches queried with the malacoherpesvirus

proteomes against the NCBI nucleotide database, which yielded

positive hits in 5 scaffolds of the blue musselMytilus edulis genome

(MEDU_EUS, from an animal collected in Normandy, France;

Table 1). These sequences collectively amounted to 135.5 kb of a

putative novel malacoherpesvirus genome, called MalacoHV3/Nor/

2022, encoding 100 proteins, 61% of which showed moderate

similarity (max: 65%, min: 23%, median: 37% amino acidic

identity) to OsHV-1 proteins, whereas one was most similar

(although with low sequence identity of 25%) to ORF89 of

HaHV-1 (Figure 2, Supplementary Table 3). As for MalacoHV1,

a scaffold of 15.9 kb of MalacoHV3 had a twice higher coverage

(69x) compared to the average coverage, suggesting that it

represents repeated genomic regions.
3.3 Homology and phylogenetic analyses
differentiate malacoherpesvirus lineages

Comparative genomics of the newly identified and the

previously known malacoherpesviruses yielded 126 protein

families, 34 of which were present in only one viral genome,

whereas 20 were conserved in at least 7 out of the 9 analyzed

genomes and were, therefore, considered as malacoherpesvirus core

genes (Figure 3). These included the MCP, DNA polymerase, DNA
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packaging terminase, 2 copies of the class I membrane fusion

protein, helicase, helicase-primase and an archaeo-eukaryotic

primase, inhibitor of apoptosis (IAPs), YqaJ-like endonuclease

and assemblin (capsid maturation protease) as well as 9

uncharacterized protein families (ORF29, ORF102, ORF69,

ORF94, ORF40, ORF61, ORF6, ORF91, ORF22, named according

to the OsHV-1 nomenclature). A total of 13 protein clusters were

specific to the HaHV-1 or OsHV-1 lineages. However, for most of

these proteins a function is not known and could not be predicted,

with the exception of HTH domain and a zinc-finger proteins in

HaHV-1 and a predicted dUTPase in OsHV-1.

To further explore the evolutionary relationship among

malacoherpesviruses as well as between malacoherpesviruses and

other large DNA viruses, we conducted a maximum likelihood

phylogenetic analysis based on the conserved family B DNA

polymerase. In the phylogeny, the previously described and newly

identified malacoherpesviruses formed a well-supported

monophyletic clade, which branched as a sister group to

alloherpesviruses, albeit with a non-significant branch support

(Figure 4). In the malacoherpesvirus clade, DNA polymerases

found in the amphioxi genomes clustered with MalacoHV4.

Notably, the three sequences formed a sister clade to all other

malacoherpesviruses, suggesting an earlier divergence of the viruses

associated with amphioxus. In the second subclade, the annelid-

associated DNA polymerase appears to be nested among mollusc

viruses, suggesting a possible host switch event, whereas

MalacoHV2 occupies a basal position in this clade. Overall, these

results suggest host-specific divergence of malacoherpesviruses into

emerging clades.
FIGURE 3

Distribution of malacoherpesvirus homologs. The upset graph depicts the distribution of homologs between malacoherpesviruses. For each species,
the number of total and of shared homologs are reported. BbHV, BfHV anc CtHV referred to the viral sequences found associated with B. belcheri,
B. floridae and C. teleta chromosomes, respectively.
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3.4 The distribution of malacoherpesvirus
orthologs suggests their host spectrum

To gain insight into the potential malacoherpesvirus host

s p e c t r um , we s e a r ch ed f o r homo log s o f t h e co r e

malacoherpesvirus proteins in 54 metazoan species, namely,

bivalves, crustaceans, annelids and cephalochordates for which

genome sequences are available. With exception of B. belcheri and

C. teleta genomes which carry extended genomic regions similar to

malacoherpesviruses (potential proviruses), in all other metazoans

homologs of malacoherpesvirus genes are encoded sporadically. In

particular, we identified 6 protein clusters present in two or more

malacoherpesvirus genomes and shared with more than 3 of the

selected metazoans. Four of these protein families, namely, IAPs,

DNA polymerase, the class I membrane fusion protein and the

uncharacterized ORF22, are encoded by the previously described

core malacoherpesvirus genes. In addition, the ribonucleoside-

diphosphate reductase small subunit (RDR2) and a chloride

channel protein were also present (Table 2). From one to six IAP

copies are present in the malacoherpesvirus genomes. By contrast,

homologs of putative class I membrane fusion proteins, a core gene

conserved in all malacoherpesviruses and always present in two

copies, could be found in 16 out of the 54 selected metazoan species,

including C. gigas,Mytilus galloprovincialis,Mercenaria mercenaria

(hard clam) and Lepeophtheirus salmonis (copepod) (Table 2).
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4 Discussion

The small number of described malacoherpesviruses raised a

question of whether these viruses are rare in marine ecosystems or

whether they have been systematically overlooked in previous analyses

(Iranzo et al., 2016; Mushegian et al., 2018). Somewhat unexpectedly,

extensive searches of malacoherpesvirus-like MCPs in global

sequencing datasets, including marine metagenomic datasets,

performed in this study did not uncover the suspected hidden

malacoherpesvirus diversity in marine ecosystems. Two non-

mutually exclusive possibilities could explain the scarcity of these

viruses. First, malacoherpesviruses could be genuinely rare, present in

low titres in marine environments. Second, the analyzed datasets are

biased toward sequences from the plankton fraction, i.e., unicellular

organisms and extracellular virus particles; hence, viruses of

multicellular eukaryotes could be underrepresented, highlighting the

need to expand the exploration of the ocean viromes to animals and

other multicellular eukaryotes. Nevertheless, our analysis led to the

identification of 4 novel malacoherpes-like viruses that share limited

protein sequence similarities to the previously known viruses.

Phylogenetic analysis based on the family B DNA polymerase placed

the novel MalacoHV1 and MalacoHV3 as sister lineages to OsHV-1

and HaHV-1, respectively, likely representing new species, whereas

MalacoHV2 showed higher divergence and occupied a basal position

in the subclade including mollusc herpesviruses. Notably, viral
FIGURE 4

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of family B DNA polymerases from viruses and cellular organisms. The tree is mid-point rooted and the clades
corresponding to eukaryotes and viruses other than malacoherpesviruses and alloherpesviruses are collapsed for convenience of representation.
Viruses likely integrated in the host genomes are indicated with red font, whereas MalacoHV1-4 are highlighted with blue font. Vertical lines indicate
the two subclades of malacoherpesviruses. Circles at the nodes represent the branch support values: SH-aLRT ≥ 80% and UFB (ultrafast bootstrap) ≥
95%. Tree scale represent the number of substitutions per site.
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sequences integrated or co-sequenced with two amphioxus genomes,

together with MalacoHV4, form a sister clade to mollusc and annelid

herpesviruses. The considerable nucleotide similarity between the viral

genomic regions of the two amphioxi suggests that the two elements

belong to the same virus species, although the presence of a viral

genome rearrangement as well as different flanking genes between B.

belcheri and B. floridae loci can suggest independent integration events.

The conservation of these possibly integrated viruses in the amphioxus

genomes poses questions regarding a possible advantage in

maintaining them, although it should be noted that no conclusive

experimental evidence exists to support their integration. It is tempting

to speculate that the two endogenous virus elements function in

antivirus defense, as has been demonstrated for many other

endogenized viruses (Koonin and Krupovic, 2018). Although the

malacoherpesvirus-like genes in C. teleta are present on a separate

genomic scaffold, we hypothesize that this contig also represents an

integrated virus. Consistent with this possibility, many of the viral genes

on this contig carry multiple introns, possibly underpin a progressive

domestication and pseudogenization through intron invasion, as

reported for basal eukaryotes (Filée, 2014). This would also suggest

that the putative provirus lost the ability to replicate and proliferate as

an autonomous. Further research will be needed to understand

whether potential proviruses detected in the genomes of B. belcheri,

B. floridae and C. teleta represent endogenized relics of

malacoherpesviruses or transiently integrated viral genomes capable

of excision and reactivation as it has been demonstrated for their

vertebrate relatives in the family Orthoherpesviridae (Cohen, 2020).

The phylogenetic relationship between malacoherpesviruses based

on the family B DNA polymerase is corroborated by the comparative

genomics analysis, with MalacoHV1 and MalacoHV3 sharing higher

fractions of orthologous genes with HaHV-1 and OsHV-1, respectively.

Although lineage-specific proteins were identified, the absence of

functional information for most of them hampered further

conclusions regarding specific virus-host interactions. Notably,

however, all malacoherpesviruses encode copies of IAPs, revealing a

common strategy to overcome host apoptosis, as has been also shown for

some other viruses (Clem, 2015). Notably, IAPs showed characteristic

expansions among bivalves, particularly in oyster and hard clam (Song

et al., 2021; Witkop et al., 2022). It is worth noting that the HaHV-1-like

lineage shares several genes with Elysia chlorotica, further suggesting that

MalacoHV1, similar to HaHV-1, can infect gastropod species. One of

these proteins is predicted to be a putative transposon-associated RNA-

guided endonuclease TnpB, known as Fanzor in eukaryotes (Bao and

Jurka, 2013), and similar proteins are found also in two bivalves (M.

mercenaria and Dreissena polymorpha) as well as in some giant viruses

(Kaumoebavirus and Yasminevirus).

Similarly, based on the fact that contigs representing the

MalacoHV3 genome originate from the blue mussel M. edulis

sequencing dataset, MalacoHV3 likely infects a bivalve host.

Consistently, MalacoHV3 genome has low GC% content, possibly

revealing a host adaptation. Indeed, bivalve genomes have lower GC%

content compared to gastropods (Adachi et al., 2021). The presence of

malacoherpesvirus core proteins in several mollusc species further

pointed to possible host associations, but additional genomic data is

needed to substantiate these findings. Notably, the membrane fusion

protein that we found in several metazoan genomes is homologous to
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the fusogens of not only other large dsDNA viruses, such as

baculoviruses, and diverse RNA viruses, but also occasionally

encoded by endogenous viruses of the Metaviridae family (also

known as Gypsy/Ty3 retrotransposons), distant relatives of vertebrate

retroviruses which are widespread in eukaryotic genomes (Krupovic

et al., 2018; Llorens et al., 2020). Thus, it is likely that the fusogen

homologs identified in the metazoan species represent integrated

metaviruses rather than true orthologs of malacoherpesvirus proteins.

Overall, we demonstrated that although rare, the diversity of

circulating mollusc herpesviruses is greater than currently

appreciated. Our data extends the recent reports on the overlooked

diversity of malacoherpesviruses, where one meta-transcriptomic study

noted two divergent DNA-packaging terminases putatively associated

with sandworm and peanut worm herpesviruses (Porter et al., 2019)

and the other study focusing on RNA viruses described divergent

malacoherpesvirus-like transcripts in nudibranchs (gastropods)

(Rosani, 2022). It is conceivable that malacoherpesviruses described

in this study have evaded detection until now due to the fact that they

infect economically less-relevant species or due to limited

pathogenicity, possibly resulting from the long-lasting co-evolution

with their hosts (Little et al., 2010; Geoghegan and Holmes, 2018).

Finally, we would like to draw the attention to the geographic

origins of the novel malacoherpesviruses: MalacoHV1 was detected

in Yantai, a coastal city in Shandong province (China), MalacoHV2

and MalacoHV4 in the Mediterranean Sea, and MalacoHV3 in

Normandy, France, all three regions devoted to aquaculture. This

raises some concerns linked to the potential pathogenicity of the

new malacoherpesviruses, further substantiated by the fact that the

two other known malacoherpesviruses, HaHV-1 and OsHV-1,

display broad host spectrum and persistence (Arzul et al., 2001;

Chang et al., 2005; Bai et al., 2015; Corbeil et al., 2016; Fuhrmann

et al., 2021). Therefore, more focused analyses to characterize the

virome of marine animals are required in order to anticipate and

increase the detection capability of possible future viral outbreaks

impacting aquaculture. In particular, given that the routine PCR-

based detection of malacoherpesviruses with HaHV-1 and OsHV-1

specific primers will not yield signal for MalacoHV1-4, new sets of

PCR primers should be designed for screening of aquaculture.
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